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S.
No.

Page

7

Point I
Section

Clarification point as stated in

Corrigendum document
venJ requests Bank's Reply

1 5 5

Main Section

Name

Documents to be submitted along with the EOI

document

Any requirements documents / use

cases (other than RFP and EOI) to be

considered.

The eligible applicants have to give presentation on the

implementation of the middleware solution done by them.

Also, they have to demonstrate the approach they will take for

implementation of middleware on the use cases given by bank

to the qualified applicants.

2

f---

3

9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

Any indication on volume of

transactions to I be routed through

mlddleware layeh

f-------+---------II Will be provided as part of the RFP to the successful applicants
of the EOI process.

Provide broad ~olume, throughput,

NFRs like IJtency, availability,

scalability etc. I

I
i

4 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank -

Indicative

Do we have a~y other details like

existing systems landscape of the

bank which will ~rovide us some idea

about the number integration's we

can do?

Bank has got 100+ applications which need to be integrated on

middleware in a phased manner.
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6

I--

7

I----

8

I--

9

I----

10
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7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

What is the current integration

mechanism for existing applications

listed? Is it all point-to-point? Is there

any proprietarv integration layer tools

from lexisting application / Core

banking vendors used?
I

Are m,ost of the systems works in

isolation and/or tight point to point

Integrated?

Please provide the current

architecture of Indian Bank with the

underlying technology details,

including the current integrated

Payment mechanism.

Are there any existing integration /

middleware currently in use in the

bank with limited or partial

implementation?

What is the current status of

integration?

Please share the integration suite of

products already being used in the

existing Services

Currently, all the applications are integrated in a point to point
interface and are tightly integrated, including payment
systems. There is no Integration suite deployed presently. For
brief details regarding the applications, please refer Point No.
9 on Page no. 7 of EOI document.

11 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

API calls/ Web

Integration use

the current

Please provide the

Services calls and

cases defined in

integrated environment

The current architecture will not be reused in terms of any API

Calls/Web services as these are built in production systems

and are tightly integrated. We may have to redo them using

the middleware solution, rather than reusing them.
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12 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Would Indian Bank want us to There is no Integration suite deployed presently. The EOI and

propose a integration product or the subsequent RFP would be envisaging a complete new

leverage the exiting integration suite middleware suite and solution provided by the successful

of products bidder

13 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Please suggest the typical technical

(apart from scalability)/ business/

functional issues (if any) the current

middleware is not able to handle

The Bank does not have any middleware/ Integration solution

in the current IT environment.

14 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

Please provide the year wise business

volumetric

Will be provided as part of the RFP to the successful applicants

of the EOI process

15 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements - Indicative
What are the ltandard application

I
SLAfollowed?

Will be provided as part of the RFP to the successful applicants

of the EOI process

16 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

How many users typically access the

system? I
Will be provided as part of the RFP to the successful applicants

of the EOI process

17 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank -

Indicative

Detail the various in house tools and

Industry products / tools being used

for testing or an~ existing tools being

suggested? I

Will be provided as part of the RFP to the successful applicants

of the EOI process

18 I 7

-
9

Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

What is the technology landscape of

the I
Applications/Systems/Environment

under test? Any Test Data /

Environment dependencies?

We are having testing environment for all the critical

applications. The details Will be provided as part of the RFP to

the successful applicants of the EOI process
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19 7 6 Evaluation Process

Do we have any NFRs/Business

Scenarios for performance test

identified or base-lined to estimate

the effprt?

The bank will provide use cases/business scenarios to the

qualified applicants of the EOI, to check the capability and

effort required for implementing the solution

20 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements - Indicative

I am I assuming that we will be

chunkirg up the delivery in multiple

phase, and the overall project

timeliJe will be key for this. However

is there a preference on which

functi+ality needs to be delivered

first? sr is there priority list

The Priority list for integration of applications with the

middleware would be decided based on the solution to be

provided by the successful bidder and priorities during

implementation of the middleware solution.

21 8 10.e Middleware Solution Requirements - Indicative

Unsupported Legacy systems if any

identified are to be migrated to New

technologies which support message

based I data movements. _ would

presume this would be taken care by

the bank.

The details of the legacy systems to be integrated on the

middleware are available in point no. 10.e on page no. 8 of EOI

document. The SI should have capability to migrate these

systems, to the technology which is supported by the

middleware

22

f----

23

--=-

8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

What is the % of integration for

Oracle) IBM and other products?
I

There is a mention of IBM middleware

stack, oracle middleware stack as part

of existing software variants needing

suppo~t in Bank. Can we get clarity on

the percentage of integration through

this existing middleware stack and

any preference to extend/enhance

the sare to enterprise middleware?

I

This EOI envisages a complete solution by itself, and the

solution need not depend on the existing stacks available with

Bank
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28 I 8

7&8 9& 10
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative/ Middleware Solution Requirements-

Indicative

Are there any batch integration

tool/ETL components available with

the bank? or that should also be part

of the proposed solution.

Batch Integration Tool / ETL components if any required for

the solution should be part of the complete suite of

Middleware if the same is a separate component of the

Middleware solution provided by the successful bidder and is

required for business continuity.

24

25 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

Does the bank Core banking system

(BANCS) cover all core banking

modules including deposits, loans,

trade finance, etc or if there are any

other stand-alone applications

catering to bank functional

requirements? I

All the Major Modules are covered by the Core Banking

Solution itself. There are other systems like EximBills for Trade

Finance, Credence for Treasury operations, etc which though

are Integrated, needs to communicate through the

middleware also.

26 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Is the bank ready to entertain a

prebuilt services layer on top of the

Middleware? For example IBM FTM

can handle most of these

functionalities prebuilt with only

configuration needed for

accomplishing the connectivity.

Yes, provided the solution cater to the requirements of the

bank.

27 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

Can you give an indication of the

transactions by channel?

Branch Channel 65%, ATM 20% Netbanking and others 15%

(Indicative)

10
Mlddleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Can you give I an indication of
concurrency in channels from end

customers?

ATM, pas, Internet Banking, Branch, Mobile Banking, Tele

Banking, direct integration, Clearing houses, RTGS/NEFT,

SFMS, CTS, ECSetc are certain channels for transactions. The

number of channels may Increase In future.

lr:~~;11
01!.~ ~ec
:)l'/f'u.,. .• IJ$"
~~
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29

f---

30

7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

Please Iprovide the approximate daily

transactions & peak volumes for the

past 3-4 years.

Can you give an indication of the peak

volumrs and average volumes per day

and per month?

31 I 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank -

Indicative

What ii the individual file sizes + type

of palyment initiation transaction

types T these files?
Uploading file sizes depend upon the length of the string and

the number of records which may vary depending upon the

type of transaction.

32 I 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Is inte1ration with the Middleware for

legacy Lystems that are out of support

the reslPonsibility of the vendor?

Yes

33

7&8

9 & 10
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative/ Middleware Solution Requirements-

Indicative

Is endl point integrations for clearing

and settlement like SFMS, RTGSneed

to be, rewired? Can you please

elaborate on the clearing and

settlement mechanisms?

The explanation for Clearing and Settlement mechanisms is the

same as available in all other Banks with CTS. Elaboration of

the transactions and mechanisms would be provided to the

qualified applicants, if required after RFP,

34

f-----

35
~

7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

Is it required to expose any new B2B

or B2C services through the

rniddleware platform, or just limited

to backend integration of existing

systems?

Can YOluplease confirm if the external
feeds need to work through the

rnlddleware? If so, how many and

what? Also please help with volume

prOjeCiiOnS?

1

The Middleware shall be planned to support all/any type if

known interfaces (which is required by the Bank) then

integration of external partners as well as internal application

need not have different classifications
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36 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Please advise if supporting all the

standards is mandatory or indicative?

Typically middleware tools may not

follow BPELwhich is mostly applicable

for BPM.

This middleware should integrate with the Business Process

Management Solution which would be implemented for

integration of all the Business process, create workflows etc

Further the sole purpose of the software is to integrate all the

data movement requirements across disparate systems and

form a volatile layer for the enterprise leading to

implementation of Service Oriented Architecture. The same

may be leveraged by any source, which can transact with any

target application currently available and with additions in

future

37 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Please advise if the list of agencies

covers all usecases for external

integrations.

External agencies with which data is interfaced by the bank are

not constant. Newer requirements like the addition of Aadhar

verification for KYC, needs to be interfaced on a requirement

basis throughout the project period.

38 8 9.k
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

Please share the type of interfaces

provided by external agencies in 10.k

Will be provided as part of the RFP to the successful applicants

of the EOI process

39 I 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Please provide if there any applicable

usecase and i exact need for

integration with HTML & Shell scripts.

The exact use case shall be provided to the qualified bidder in

the EOI process for Demo purpose.

40 I 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Is the expectation is for out of the box

support for Microsoft/Excel file

creation? Is thelbank okay if these

features can be c stom developed?
I

The Solution should provide all the functionality required by

bank without deviating either In terms of scalability / latency/

functionality

10 Mlddleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Is the mobile banking application Is

being planned ~nd expected to be

integrated by I the mlddleware

solution?

Yes, the mobile banking application Is being planned and

expected to be Integrated by the mlddleware solution
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42 8 10.e Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

The le~aCy applications like FOXPRO&
Visual I Basic may not have direct

interfaces to integrate. Please advise I These form part of Legacy systems which shall be integrated as

if there is specific usecase for per the requirement of the EOI and subsequent RFP,

middleware integration for these

applications.
I

43 8 10.e Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

The Features of Report generation,

rejection and File Repair through

screens / templates might require

custom implementation, We assume

this is rot expected as out of the box
featur1, Please confirm,

The Custom implementation is required to support the Out of

the Box features, when there are limitations,

44 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank -

Indicative

What lare the PIM/VAS/SIEM/DAM

solutiors currently used by the bank?

I

PIM - Arcos;

VAS - McAfee;

SIEM - Arcsight;

DAM - McAfee tools

45 8 10 Middl.eware Solution Requirements - Indicative

How tany interfaces are identified
for thi~ integration? (An Interface is a

bridge for one process between two

systems)

The proposed solution for middleware should interface / be

ready to interface and integrate with all the known interfaces

existing through its adapters. Hence all adapters which have

been already available for the solution proposed would form

part of the deliverables

46 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Approximately how many Real Time /

File based / Asynchronous integration

are identified?

Will be provided as part of the RFP to the successful applicants

of the EOI process

-= 10 Middleware Solution Requirements - Indicative

Are ATM transactions (like Fund

Transfer, Mini Statement, and

Balance Inquiry) identified as a part of

Middleware implementation?

Yes, but not in initial phases
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48 8 10.e Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative

Unsupported legacy systems are to be

migrated ... Does the scope of this

implementation include migration of

the entire Legacy system OR enabling

the legacy system data to be

exchanged with other systems?

The data available in the system may be made available to the

other systems as a part of the Middleware implementation.

The process/ logic in the legacy application are not envisaged

49 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative
Should data repairing include Maker

and Checker based corrections?

YES All the transactions

Authenticated transactions

would be dual (or more)

50 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

Which all geographical locations are

involved in this implementation? (DC

and DRsites)

The Bank geography are spread as Administrative Offices, DC,

DR, Overseas Branches, etc. The Mlddleware solution should

be able to wholistically provide the integration required in all

the above places.

51 7 9
Present Technology landscape in the bank -

. Indicative

Would like to know summary of

server inventory, which will give us

the idea of server count along with

technologies.

Will be provided as part of the RFP to the successful applicants

of the EOI process

52 8 10 Middleware Solution Requirements -Indicative What are the current pain points?

There are no pain points. Currently, all the applications are

integrated in a point to point interface and are tightly

Integrated, including payment systems. For brief details

regarding the indicative requirements, please refer Point NO.9

on Page no. 7 of EOI document.

53 I 7

-

9
Present Technology landscape in the bank-

Indicative

We understand that all the system of

engagement for tiddleware are

located centrallYt We assume,
similarly there exists a single DR site

for all system - Plbase confirm.

I

YES, There is a single DR for the current system. The Bank

geography are spread as Administrative Offices, DC, DR,

Overseas Branches, etc. The Mlddleware solution should be

able to wholistically provide the Integration required in all the

above places.
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